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Xperia™ Tablet Z

Slim, Lightweight Design
The Xperia™ Tablet Z is the world’s slimmest 10.1” tablet
measuring just 0.27” thick and weighing 1.09 lb.2 Also, the
tablet’s frame together with strong display glass makes the
device incredibly tough.

Brilliant Display
With a 10.1” full-HD Reality Display, powered by Mobile BRAVIA®
Engine 2, the Xperia™ Tablet Z delivers enhanced color
reproduction for a brilliant HD TV-like viewing experience. By
offering the widest color spectrum on any tablet, it provides a
vivid, life-like display.2 Plus, its OptiContrast™ panel reduces glare
in direct sunlight.

Your perfect TV companion
Get more from watching television with your Xperia™ Tablet Z
and the TV SideView™ app. Control the TV, browse the channel
guide and change the channel with your tablet all without
having to minimize what you’re watching on the TV. Learn
more about the show you’re watching right now, like cast and
episode details. Make TV viewing more social by tweeting
about the show from your mobile device. Still can’t find what
you want to watch? With a built in search function, find your
favorite videos on TV, the Internet and apps like Netflix®.

Sony’s One-Touch Feature
Sony’s One-Touch feature, based on NFC technology (Near
Field Communication), lets you transfer content, including
audio, video and images, among compatible devices.
Seamlessly transfer content from tablet to TV, tablet to speaker
or phone to tablet just by touching them together – just tap and
enjoy!

Take amazing pictures and videos with your tablet
Record the action wherever you are with the best tablet
camera on the market. The 8MP rear camera and 2MP front
camera both feature the ExmorR® for mobile sensor,and take
sharp shots in any condition, including low light. Share your
pictures directly to Facebook® or upload them to PlayMemories
Online™, Sony’s free, online photo and video sharing service,
and access them later from your smartphone, TV or laptop.

Listen to music and movies as it was meant to be heard
Xperia™ Tablet Z delivers uncompromised sound, from the
original experts in portable audio. Songs, soundtracks and
effects are richer, deeper and more life-like with the Clear
Audio+ technology. Immerse yourself in surround sound when
watching a movie with S-Force® Surround 3D technology.

Water and Dust Resistant
The Xperia™ Tablet Z is water-resistant up to 3 feet for up to 30
minutes,4 so you can look up recipes by the kitchen sink without
worrying about your tablet getting wet.

Long Battery Life
With Battery STAMINA mode you have intelligent battery
management, and can easily improve your standby time.5
When the screen is off, your tablet automatically shuts down
the battery-draining apps you don’t need, then starts them up
again when the screen is back on. You can also choose which
apps to keep running even when the screen is off.

Power Packed Processor
The fast Snapdragon™ S4 Pro quad core processor gives you
powerful computing and improved multitasking ability while
conserving battery life.

Specifications
Software
Operating System

Android™ 4.1 Jelly Bean

Processor
Qualcomm Snapdragon S4 Pro APQ8064
Processor Type

Cortex-A9 Quad Core
Maximum 1.5 GHz (1 core operation), Maximum 1.5 GHz (Multi-core operation)

Storage
Total Storage Capacity

16 GB1

Memory (RAM)
Internal Memory (RAM)

2 GB

Display
Display Technology

TFT Color LCD with OptiContrast™ technology, powered by Mobile BRAVIA® Engine 2

Resolution

1920 x 1200

Screen Size

10.1 inch

Inputs and Outputs
Expansion Slot

Micro SD memory card

Headphone Output

Stereo mini jack x 1 (works as a monaural microphone jack)

USB 2.0

USB 2.0 High Speed, Mobile High-Definition Link (MHL)

Wireless/Networking
Bluetooth® Technology

Bluetooth® v4.0

NFC

Sony’s One-Touch feature, based on NFC technology

Wi-Fi

IEEE 802.11a/b/g/n

Remote Control

Universal infrared remote with learning capability (Pre-loaded remote control codes)3

Power
Battery Life (Approx)
Battery Type

Video playback - 10 hours5
Web browsing with Wi-Fi - 8 hours5
Lithium polymer (internal)

Accessories
Supplied Accessories

Quick Charger / Micro USB Cable (Bundled)

Weights & Dimensions
Dimensions (Approx.)

10.47 inch (266 mm) Width x 0.27 inch (6.9 mm) Height x 6.77 inch (172 mm) Depth

Weights (Approx.)

1.09 lbs (495 g)

1.1 GB = one billion bytes. Actual formatted capacity will be less.
2. As of Feb 4, 2013.
3. Not all manufacturer remote codes and products supported. Remote can be taught commands from IR based remote control products.
4. Requires that all ports and covers are firmly closed.
5. Based on testing conducted by Sony using specific Xperia™ Tablet Z units and software. Testing consisted of full battery discharge while
performing the following tasks: Repeated video playback using a same video content (9 Mbps, 1080p, H.264 baseline encoding). Web
browsing based on loading snapshot versions of 20 popular web pages at 30 second intervals from dedicated servers. For video playback,
all settings were default except: Wi-Fi turned off; Bluetooth and GPS turned off; no Google account; display off; volume level set to middle with use of headphones. For web browsing, all settings were default except: Wi-Fi was associated with a network; Bluetooth and GPS
turned off; no Google account; display brightness was set to middle with auto brightness off; volume level set to middle with no headphones. Actual performance may vary based on settings, usage, environmental conditions, wireless connectivity and other factors.
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